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REFORM OF PUBLIC SECTOR PENSIONS

You may be aware that, following
recommendations made by the Public
Service Pension Commission, headed by
Lord Hutton, the Government is looking
to reform the Local Government Pension
Scheme (LGPS), along with other public
service schemes. As people are living
longer, and so drawing a pension for
longer, the Government is proposing that
changes should be made to the LGPS to
ensure:
 there is a fairer balance between
what employees pay and the cost to
employers and taxpayers, and
 the cost of providing pensions
under public service pension
schemes is affordable, not just now
but in the decades to come.
In the short term, in the period up to 2015,
the Government is proposing that, as we
are living longer, public service workers,
including those in the LGPS, should pay
more towards their pensions. They are
consulting on a number of options and
the Local Government Association has
put its own proposals to the Government
which, unlike the Government’s
proposals, would offer employees choice,
ie, the choice to pay a bit more now or
have a change to the level at which the
pension in the scheme builds up in the
future.

In the longer term, and in response to the
recommendations made in Lord Hutton’s
report, the Government is proposing to
redesign public sector pension schemes.
Final decisions about your pension
scheme from 2015 onwards will be
made by the Government, although
consultations with union and employer
representatives will be an important part
of that process. It is reassuring, however,
that the Government has said it is
committed to retaining a defined-benefit
scheme, with full protection for benefits
built up to the date the new scheme is
introduced, and that public service
pensions will remain among the very
best available. And the Government has
made an additional commitment that low
and middle earners working a full public
service career will receive broadly the
same pension at normal pension age as
they do under their current public service
pension scheme.
So, while we know that there will be
changes to the LGPS, we don’t yet know
exactly what these will be and although
you may hear various views on what your
pension might be in the future, nothing
has been decided yet. Consultations and
negotiations are taking place around the
future shape and cost of the LGPS and
how those costs should be shared
between you and your employer.
But whatever comes out of the process,
the LGPS will still be one of the best
pension schemes available in the UK.
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Remember – the LGPS is still a
good quality pension scheme
While the discussions are going on, it’s
important to realise that not only do you
have access to a good quality pension
scheme at the present time, but you will
continue to do so in the future, with a
scheme which provides you with a
guaranteed level of income when you
retire that’s not dependent on share prices
and not affected by stock market
fluctuations.
As well as benefits on retirement, the
current benefits of being a member of
the LGPS include life cover and family
benefits in the event of your death.
There’s also cover in the event of early
retirement on the grounds of permanent
ill-health, redundancy or business
efficiency. As a member of the LGPS you
have the security of these benefits at a
relatively low cost to you and, if you pay
tax and national insurance, you get tax
relief on your contributions and you pay
a lower rate of national insurance.

The LGPS allows you to save while you
are working in order to enjoy a pension
once you retire. What’s more, the LGPS is
offered by your employer who pays part of
the cost of the excellent range of benefits,
so it’s a valuable part of your employment
package. If you choose not to join or are
thinking of opting out of the LGPS you are,
in effect, voluntarily giving up part of your
pay package.
More information
We hope you find this information
helpful. For more information or if you
have a problem or question about your
LGPS membership or benefits, please
contact the Fund. Contact details can be
found on the back cover of this booklet.
Further information on the LGPS can be
found at www.lgps.org.uk
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Email us on:

Write to us at:

pensionfundenquiries@
wolverhampton.gov.uk

West Midlands Pension Fund
PO Box 3948
Wolverhampton
WV1 1XP

Telephone Customer Services on:

0300 111 1665
Visit our website at:

Send us a text on:

wmpfonline.com

Text WMPF + your message
to 60066

Fax us on:

Standard short code network charges apply

0845 230 1565
Minicom/Typetalk:

Lines are open during the following times:
8:30am to 5.00pm Monday -Thursday
8:30am to 4.30pm Friday

01902 554607

Calls may be monitored for training purposes
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